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DIRECTED INVERSE LIMITS OF SPATIAL LOCALES

WEI HE AND TILL PLEWE

(Communicated by Alan Dow)

Abstract. In this note we consider spatiality of directed inverse limits of
spatial locales. We give an example which shows that directed inverse limits
of compact spatial locales are not necessarily spatial. This answers a question
posed by John Isbell. We also give a condition which, if satisfied by the
maps of a directed inverse system, implies that taking limits preserves local
compactness and hence produces spatial locales.

The question “Which limits are preserved by the embedding of sober topological
spaces into the category of locales?”, or equivalently “When is a limit of spatial
locales spatial?” seems to be rather difficult. Results concerning preservation
of products (and some applications) can be found in [2, 7, 8]. Here we consider
preservation of directed inverse limits; in particular Isbell’s question whether a
directed inverse limit of (quasi-)compact spatial locales is again spatial [1, p. 24].
It is easy to see that if all locales are Hausdorff (i.e. if they have closed diagonals),
then this question has a positive answer because (i) compact Hausdorff locales are
spatial and closed under products, (ii) limits can be constructed as equalizers of a
pair of maps between products of the original objects, and (iii) equalizers of maps
between Hausdorff locales are closed inclusions and compactness is inherited by
closed sublocales. So only the case of non-Hausdorff locales is problematic.

This note consists of two parts. In the first part we give a construction which
shows that directed inverse limits of compact locales need not be spatial even if all
locales are furthermore locally compact and all maps open. However, in the second
part we show that if all locales are locally compact and all maps proper (a weaker
property suffices), then the inverse limit is again locally compact and hence spatial;
here compactness is not needed.

Constructions of the limit of a directed inverse system {Xi, fjk : Xj → Xk |
i, j, k ∈ I, j ≤ k} of locales can be found in [3], [6] or [10]. We don’t need to go
into any detail here since we will only be using the fact that if {Bj} is a collection
of bases for the locales Xj, then the union of the inverse images under the maps
f∗∞j is a base for the limit. This union is a subbase for any limit. But directedness
implies that it is in fact a base.
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We will also use the following theorem from [1] (see [9] or [10] for a choice-free
proof).

Theorem 1. Directed inverse limits of compact locales are compact.

For terminology which is not explained here we refer the reader to [5].

The counterexample

First we recall the notion of largest pointless sublocale introduced in [1], and
described in more detail in [4]. Not all locales have largest pointless sublocales but
locales induced by sober T1 spaces do. If the largest pointless sublocale of a space
X exists, then it will be denoted by pl(X). It can be computed either as the join of
all pointless sublocales of X or (if all points are complemented, i.e. locally closed)
as the meet of all point complements. (Of course, meet and join refer to the lattice
of all sublocales.) If X 6= ∅ is dense-in-itself, then each subspace X \ {x} is dense
in X (x ∈ X). So the smallest dense sublocale is pointless (and nonzero), and
therefore pl(X) is nonzero.

Let X be any dense-in-itself sober T1 space. Let cX be the result of adding a
closed point ∗ whose open neighborhoods are complements (in cX) of finite subsets
of X . The space cX is again sober (it is obtained by Artin glueing from X and {∗}
by the fringe map j : Ω(X)→ Ω({∗}) = 2 which satisfies j(U) = 1 iff U is cofinite)
and compact (cX − U is finite for any open neighborhood of ∗).

Consider the inverse system X consisting of spaces XF = cX \ {x | x ∈ F}
where F ranges over all finite subsets of X ordered by reverse inclusion and maps
the obvious embeddings iFG : XF → XG (G ⊆ F ). Its limit X∞ =

∧
F XF contains

exactly one point ∞. The point ∞ is closed because it is the inverse image of ∗.
Furthermore the only neighborhood of∞ is X∞ because all open neighborhoods of
∗ in cX get identified with some XF along the way. The open complement of ∞ is
the intersection of all complements of ∗ in the XF , i.e. it is the localic intersection
of all subspaces X−F in X , hence it is the largest pointless part pl(X) of X . Since
X is dense-in-itself, pl(X) is nonzero. So X∞ is not spatial.

Since cX and all cofinite subspaces are locally compact if X is compact Hausdorff
and all inclusions are open we have proved the following proposition:

Proposition 1. There exist inverse systems consisting of locally compact locales
and open maps whose inverse limit is not spatial.

Remark. In the statement of Proposition 1 “open map” can be replaced by “surjec-
tive local homeomorphism” because we can define another directed inverse system
Y = {YF , jFF ′} as follows: put YF =

∐
{XG | G ⊆ F} and for F, F ′ ⊆ X let

jFF ′ : YF → YF ′ be the map induced by the inclusions XG → XG∩F ′ . That the
limit of Y is not spatial follows immediately from the corresponding result for X .

A sufficient condition for spatiality

Recall that a space X is locally compact if each point x ∈ X has the property
that every open neighborhood of x contains a compact neighborhood of x. Local
compactness for locales is defined in terms of the way-below relation “<<”. Recall
that for open sublocales U, V of X , V is said to be way below U (V <<U) iff every
open cover of U has a finite subset which covers V . A locale is said to be locally
compact iff each open set is the join of opens way below itself. Note that it suffices
to require that each open from a given basis is the join of opens way below itself.
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The two notions of local compactness are related as follows [5]:
(i) locally compact locales are spatial and the corresponding space is a locally

compact sober space,
(ii) the locale induced by the topology of a locally compact space is a locally

compact locale.
So there is a 1-1 correspondence between locally compact locales and locally com-
pact sober spaces. For these the way-below relation can also be described as follows:
U<<V iff there exists a compact sober subspace K of X such that U ⊆ K ⊆ V iff
there exists a compact sublocale K of X such that U ≤ K ≤ V .

In order to prove local compactness of the limit L of an inverse system of locally
compact locales it seems natural to look for conditions under which the way-below
relation on Ω(L) is induced by the way-below relation on the Ω(Xi). Therefore
we will only consider continuous maps f : X → Y between locally compact lo-
cales which preserve the way-below relation, i.e. if U, V ∈ Ω(Y ) and U<<V , then
f∗(U)<<f∗(V ). One way to ensure preservation of the way-below relation is to
require that compactness of sober subspaces (respectively sublocales) is preserved
under pullback, because for sober locally compact spaces (respectively locales) the
way-below relation is equivalent to the existence of a sober compact subspace (re-
spectively sublocale) between any two opens. So we get two notions. Say f : X → Y
satisfies (ICsob) if pullbacks of compact sober subspaces of Y along f in the cat-
egory of sober spaces are again compact, and it satisfies (ICloc) if the analogous
condition holds in the category of locales. (ICloc) implies (ICsob) because spatial
parts of compact locales are again compact [10]. (If f : X → Y satisfies (ICloc) and
K ⊆ Y is a compact sober subspace, then f−1(K) is a compact sublocale of X ,
and hence its spatial part is a (sober and) compact subspace of X . But the latter
is just the pullback of K along f in the category of sober spaces.) We believe that
(ICsob) is strictly weaker than (ICloc) but we have no separating example.

The main result of this section is now the following:

Proposition 2. Let {Xi, fij : Xi → Xj | i, j ∈ I, i ≤ j} be a directed inverse
system of locally compact locales. If each map fij satisfies (ICsob), then the inverse
limit X∞ is locally compact and hence spatial.

Proof. We have already noted that (ICsob) implies preservation of the way-below
relation. We want to show that not only the maps f∗ij but also the maps f∗∞i
preserve the way-below relation, i.e. that for any j ∈ I and for any U<<V in Ω(Xj)
we have f−1

∞j(U)<<f−1
∞j(V ). Given U and V as above we will construct a compact

sublocale K of X∞ such that f−1
∞j(U) ≤ K ≤ f−1

∞j(V ). Since U<<V in Ω(Xj) there
exists a compact sober subspace Kj of Xj such that U ⊆ Kj ⊆ V . For each i ≤ j

let Ki = f−1
ij (Kj) (again the spatial inverse image). Each Ki is compact. Let K

be the inverse limit of {Ki | i ≤ j}. Then K is a compact sublocale of X∞ which
satisfies f−1

∞j(U) ≤ K ≤ f−1
∞j(V ). So f−1

∞j(U)<<f−1
∞j(V ).

But this implies that each open of the form f∗∞i(U) for some U ∈ Ω(Xj) is the
join of opens way-below it. But since these opens form a basis for X∞ this is all
we need to conclude that the limit is locally compact.

Since finite products of locally compact locales are locally compact [5, 7] and
hence spatial, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 1. Arbitrary products of compact locally compact locales are spatial.
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Remark. We don’t know whether either of the implications

(ICloc)⇒ (ICsob)⇒ f∗ preserves “<<”

can be reversed in the realm of locally compact locales. Of course all three are
weaker than properness [9]; they are strictly weaker because embeddings are proper
iff they are closed, while inclusions of points (whether they are closed or not) always
satisfy (ICloc). For Hausdorff locales the situation is less complicated. There the
first implication can be reversed becaused then compactness implies spatiality. In
this case, both (ICloc) and (ICsob) are also equivalent to properness, since f can
be extended to a map between the one-point-compactifications of its domain and
codomain.
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